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Abstract 

Adopting the approach of Calvo et al. (2004, section III), in this paper we consider a 

particular class of dispersion measures (penalty function based dispersion measures) and related 

measures of location (penalty function based means) of a simple random variable. Characterizations 

of comparison meaningful penalty function based dispersion measures and related means in 

nominal, ordinal, and some numerical scales are obtained by elementary methods. Subject to scale 

types under consideration, they correspond to such well-known means and dispersion measures as 

the mode, quantiles, quasiarithmetic means, the average absolute deviation, the variance, and others. 

An application of the topic to decision making under risk is also given. 

 

Keywords: measures of dispersion; measures of location; comparison meaningfulness; 

invariance. 
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1. Introduction 

Different classes of dispersion measures (measures of spread) and measures of location 

(central tendency) of random variables are widely used in different fields of applied science: 

statistics, decision making under risk, expert choice, multi-criterion evaluation, the economic theory 

of index numbers, utility theory, sociology, etc. But a variety of functional forms of dispersion 

measures and measures of location sometimes leads to arbitrariness in their use. 

The representational theory of measurement (Luce et al., 1990; Narens, 2002; Roberts, 1979) 

is capable to partly organize the situation by focusing on those algorithms of data analysis, that lead 

to conclusions that are stable to a change of a measurement scale of variables under consideration. 

In the literature this postulate is known as the requirement of meaningfulness. The concept of 

meaningfulness is often formalized in terms of invariance with respect to admissible 

transformations that define a particular scale type. Informally, one shall say that a statement 

involving scales is meaningful if its truth or falsity is unchanged when admissible transformations 

are applied to all of the scales in the statement (Roberts, 1979, p. 59). The requirement of 

meaningfulness is intuitive and topical in connection with that the choice of a certain measurement 

scale is subjective. And a researcher has an opportunity to manipulate results of analysis if its 

conclusions appear unstable with respect to an admissible transformation of a scale. 

The requirement of meaningfulness is often applied to characterize possible functional forms 

of means (e.g., see Aczél and Roberts, 1989; Marichal, 1998; Orlov, 1979, chapters 3.3, 3.4; 

Ovchinnikov, 1996). In this paper we employ this technique to characterize meaningful dispersion 

measures among a particular class of dispersion measures. 

Adopting the approach of Calvo et al. (2004, section III), we consider a particular class of 

dispersion measures (penalty function based dispersion measure) and related sets of measures of 

location (penalty function based means) of a random variable. To avoid technical difficulties 

associated with measurability of functions of random variables and the existence of considered 

mathematical expectations we restrict ourselves to simple random variables (discrete random 

variables with finite sample spaces). Characterizations of meaningful penalty function based 

dispersion measures in nominal, ordinal, and some numerical scales are given. The structure of the 

considered class is such that meaningfulness of dispersion measure implies invariance of related 

sets of measures of location. Hence the considered topic is related to the problems, which are 

extensively studied in the literature (Aczél and Roberts, 1989; Fodor and Roubens, 1995; Marichal, 

1998; Marichal et al., 2005; Orlov, 1979, chapters 3.3, 3.4; Ovchinnikov, 1996; Ovchinnikov and 

Dukhovny, 2002). 
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The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we list scale types used in the paper and their 

admissible transformations. In section 3 we adopt the approach of Calvo et al. (2004, section III) to 

introduce penalty function based dispersion measures and related measures of location. In section 4 

we specialize meaningfulness property for such measures, deduce the functional equation for a 

penalty function of a meaningful dispersion measure, and establish invariance of the set of related 

measures of location. In section 5 we characterize meaningful dispersion measures in particular 

scales (nominal, ordinal, and some numerical scales). Finally, in section 6 an application of the 

subject to decision making under risk is given. 

 

2. Scale types under consideration and their admissible transformations 

In the following we denote the sets of real numbers, negative real numbers, nonnegative real 

numbers, and positive real numbers by R , R , R , and R , respectively. 

Let R  be an open interval. A family )(  of bijections of   onto itself is called a 

group of admissible transformations if )(  forms a group with respect to the functional 

composition operation  . A group of admissible transformations )(  is said to be n -point 

homogeneous (Narens, 2002, p. 54), where n  is a natural number, if for any nxx  ...1  and 

nxx  ...1  in   there exists )(T  such that ii xxT )(  for ni ,...,1 . A group of admissible 

transformations )(  is n -point unique if for any nxx  ...1  and nxx  ...1  in   there exists at 

most one )(T  such that ii xxT )(  for ni ,...,1 . A group of admissible transformations is 

said to be ordered if it consists of order preserving functions. Obviously, an element of an ordered 

group of admissible transformations is continuous. 

In the case of nominal and ordinal scales, the group of admissible transformations forms, 

respectively, the group of bijections 

 itselfontoofbijectionais:)(  TTN   

and the automorphism group 

 itselfontoofbijectionincreasinganis:)(  TTO   

of the interval  . Another important group of admissible transformations is (see Luce et al., 1990, 

chapter 20; Narens, 2002, section 2.3) the group 

  },R,,)()(:{)( 1)(  

 xbabxaffxTTf ,  

where   is a subgroup of R  under multiplication and f  is an increasing bijection of   onto R . 

If   is the trivial subgroup of R , then )()( 

f  corresponds to a difference scale when f  is the 

identity function and scales conjugate to a difference scale for a general f . If   is a proper 
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nontrivial subgroup of R , then )()( 

f  corresponds to a discrete interval scale when f  is the 

identity function and scales conjugate to a discrete interval scale for a general f . Finally, the case 

 R  corresponds to an interval scales when f  is the identity function and scales conjugate to 

an interval scale for a general f . 

 

3. Penalty function based dispersion measures and related means 

Let R  be an open interval. By   denote the set of all random variables whose 

distribution is concentrated on a set of finite number of elements of  . Random variables will 

usually be denoted by capitals; however, for x , a.s.x  will denote the deterministic random 

variable concentrated on x . Given a random variable X , the probability distribution associated 

with X  will be denoted  nn pxpx ,;...;, 11 , where ix , 0}Pr{  ii xXp , ni ,...,1 . Without 

loss of generality, in what follows it is assumed that nxx  ...1 . 

To define the terms “dispersion measure a random variable” and “measure of location of a 

random variable”, we adopt a minor alteration of the approach of Calvo et al. (2004, section III) to 

so called penalty function based aggregation (see also Dershem, 1975; Mesiar, 2007; Orlov, 1979, 

chapter 4.4; Ostasiewicz and Ostasiewicz, 2000, section 4.2 for the related approaches). 

A map  R: 2L  is said to be a penalty function if: 

(i) 0),( yxL  if and only if yx  ; 

(ii) ),(),( zxLyxL   whenever zyx   or zyx  . 

The map  R:LD  defined by 

  



n

i

iiL yxLpyXD
1

),(; , X , y  (1) 

is called the penalty function based dispersion measure (for short, L -dispersion). The expected 

penalization (1) is the L -dispersion of the random variable X  about the point y . 

The number 

   yXDXV L
y

L ;inf


  (2) 

is said to be the L -dispersion of the random variable X . 

Elements of the set 

      XVyXDyXM LLL  ;:   

are called the penalty function based means (for short, L -means) of the random variable X . 

For example, the penalty function 2)(),( yxyxL   yields the variance and expectation of a 

random variable X  as  XVL  and  XM L , respectively. 
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In general, infimum in (2) may not be attained on  ; the set  XM L  may be empty. 

The term “mean” is quite natural in the above definition. Indeed, by (i) and (ii), it follows that 

each element of  XM L  is a Cauchy mean of a random variable X . In other words, 

  ],[ 1 nL xxXM  .  

The introduced class of dispersion measures and the related measures of location is quite rich. 

In particular, it includes the following means: 

 the mode, induced by the penalty function 



 


otherwise

if0
),(

d

yx
yxL , (3) 

where d  is a positive constant; 

 quantiles, induced by the penalty function 










otherwise)(

if
),(

xyd

yxyx
yxL , (4) 

where d  is a positive constant; 

 quasiarithmetic means weighted by the weight function (Aczél and Daróczy, 1963), induced 

by the penalty function 

 2)()()(),( yfxfxgyxL  ,  

where f  is a strictly monotonic continuous function on  , g  is a positive function on  ; 

 some types of so called M-estimators (Huber, 1964); 

 some other implicit (or quasideviation) (Fishburn, 1986; Páles, 1988) and distance (or metric) 

based (Ostasiewicz and Ostasiewicz, 2000, section 4.2) means. 

 

4. Meaningfulness of penalty function based dispersion measures and invariance 
of related means 

Suppose that elements of the set   are measured on a scale with a nontrivial group of 

admissible transformations )( . 

An L -dispersion on   is called comparison meaningful with respect to a group of admissible 

transformations )(  (for short, )( -meaningful) if for each )(T  

   zXDyXD LL ;;  , X , zy,       )();()();( zTXTDyTXTD LL  . (5) 

The given definition asserts preservation of the ordinal structure of L -dispersions under an 

admissible transformation and is equivalent to 1-meaningfulness (Narens, 2002, section 2.6) of the 

statement “    zXDyXD LL ;;  ”. Since )(  is a group, the assertion “” in (5) can be replaced 

by “ ”. 
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Lemma 1. 

Let an L -dispersion on   be meaningful with respect to a group of admissible 

transformations )( . Then the set  XM L  is )( -invariant. That is, 

    XMTXTM LL )( , )(T , X . (6) 

Proof. 

Given X . Let  XMz L , then 

   zXDyXD LL ;;   for any y .  

By (5), 

   )();()();( zTXTDyTXTD LL   for any )(T .  

Since T  is a bijection, we obtain that )(zT  is an element of  )(XTM L . ▀ 

 

The reverse is false: the median is a counterexample in ordinal scales. Relation (6) states that 

L -means are measured on the same scale as the random variable X . We notice that in contrast of 

conventional definition of invariance (e.g., see Ovchinnikov and Dukhovny, 2002) in (6) we deal 

with the equality of sets rather than values. 

The described property of meaningfulness substantially restricts the possible functional form 

of a penalty function. The following proposition formalizes this observation. 

Proposition 1. 

Let )(  be a group of continuous admissible transformations. An L -dispersion on   is 

)( -meaningful if and only if for each )(T  there exists a constant 0Tq  such that 

  ),()(),( yxLqyTxTL T   yx, . (7) 

The map q  that takes each )(T  to Tq  is a group homomorphism from )(  to the 

subgroup  )(: TqT  of positive real numbers under multiplication: 

TTTT qqq   , )(, TT . (8) 

 

To prove Proposition 1, we need the following lemma. 

Lemma 2. 

Let L  and L  be two penalty functions on  . 

   zXDyXD LL ;;  , X , zy,       zXDyXD LL ;;    (9) 

if and only if there exists a positive constant q  such that 
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),(),( yxqLyxL  ,  yx, . (10) 

Proof. 

If L  and L  satisfy (10) then we obviously have (9). 

Suppose L  and L  satisfy (9); then 

   zXDyXD LL ;;        zXDyXD LL ;;   , X , zy, . (11) 

Given zyx ,, , zyx  . If ),(),( zxLyxL   then the application of (11) with a.s.xX   

yields ),(),( zxLyxL  . If ),(),( zxLyxL   then consider a binary random variable X  with the 

probability distribution  pzpx 1,;, , where the probability )1,0(),,(  zyxpp  is chosen such 

that 

   zXDzxpLyzLpyxpLyXD LL ;),(),()1(),(;  . (12) 

By (i) and (ii), such defined p  exists and is unique. Using (11), we get 

   zXDzxLpyzLpyxLpyXD LL ;),(),()1(),(;   . (13) 

Combining (12) and (13), we have 

),(

),(),(1

),(

),(),(

yzL

yxLzxL

p

p

yzL

yxLzxL










. (14) 

(14) remains valid in the case ),(),( zxLyxL  . 

Now consider a ternary random variable Y  with probability distribution 

 qpzqypx 1,;,;, . Let S  be the set of solutions ),( qp  of the equation 

   zYDzyqLzxpLxzLqpxyqLxYD LL ;),(),(),()1(),(;   (15) 

that satisfy 0p , 0q , and 1 qp . 

Denote 

),(

),(
1

xzL

zxL
A  , 

),(

),(),(
1

xzL

xyLzyL
B


 ,  

then (15) can be written in the form 

1 BqAp . (16) 

By (i), 1A . Hence, the set S  is infinite. 

Using (11), we get 

1 qBpA  whenever Sqp ),( , (17) 

where 

),(

),(
1

xzL

zxL
A




 , 

),(

),(),(
1

xzL

xyLzyL
B




 .  

The system of linear equations (16) and (17) has infinitely many solutions if and only if 
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1
1

1
rankrank 




















 BA

BA

BA

BA
,  

where )(rank   is the rank of a matrix. Hence AA  , BB  , and 

),(

),(
11

),(

),(

xzL

zxL
AA

xzL

zxL




 , (18) 

),(

),(),(
11

),(

),(),(

xzL

xyLzyL
BB

xzL

xyLzyL







. (19) 

Relation (18) is valid for any zx  . Thus, equalities (14) and (19) can be written in the form 

),(

),(),(

),(

),(),(

zyL

yxLzxL

zyL

yxLzxL







 (20) 

and 

),(

),(),(

),(

),(),(

zxL

xyLzyL

zxL

xyLzyL







, (21) 

respectively. 

Multiplying (20) and (21), an easy calculation gives 

.
),(),(

),(),(),(),(),(),(

),(),(

),(),(),(),(),(),(

zxLzyL

xyLyxLzyLyxLxyLzxL

zxLzyL

xyLyxLzyLyxLxyLzxL









  

Therefore, 

),(

),(

),(

),(),(

),(

),(

),(

),(

),(

),(),(

),(

),(

yxL

zyL

zxL

xyLzyL

yxL

xyL

yxL

zyL

zxL

xyLzyL

yxL

xyL



















. (22) 

Applying (18) and (21) to the numerator of the right part of (22), we obtain 

0
),(

),(),(

),(

),(

),(

),(

),(

),(








 















zxL

xyLzyL

yxL

xyL

yxL

zyL

yxL

zyL
. (23) 

Taking into account (i) and (ii), we get that the second brackets of (23) are positive and can be 

cancelled. Combining (23), (20), and (18), we have 

q
xzL

xzL

zxL

zxL

yxL

yxL

zyL

zyL

yzL

yzL














 ),(

),(

),(

),(

),(

),(

),(

),(

),(

),(
,  

where q  is a positive constant. (10) now follows from the arbitrariness of the choice zyx  . ▀ 

Proof of Proposition 1. 

Obviously, for any penalty function L  such that (7) is satisfied, we have (5). We have to 

prove our statement only in the other direction. 
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Let an L -dispersion on   be )( -meaningful. Given )(T , since T  is continuous and 

therefore strictly monotone, the map  )(),(),(  TTLL  is a penalty function on  . Relation (7) 

now follows from Lemma 2. 

Given )(, TT , iterating (7), we obtain 

    ),()(),()(),(),( yxLqqyTxTLqyTTxTTLyxLq TTTTT    , yx, . (24) 

(24) with yx   yields (8). ▀ 

 

If L  is a metric on   then Proposition 1 states that )(  is a subgroup of the dilation group 

(the group of similarity transformations) of the metric space ),( L . 

 

5. Meaningful penalty function based dispersion measures and related means in 
particular scales 

The mode and the median are known as preferable Cauchy means for nominally and ordinally 

measured variables, respectively. Characterizations of the order statistics as the only invariant 

symmetric Cauchy means in an ordinal scale (under some regularity assumptions) are well known 

(Fodor and Roubens, 1995; Marichal et al., 2005; Orlov, 1979, chapter 3.3; Ovchinnikov, 1996). 

Invariant Cauchy (and some other) means in ratio and interval scales are characterized by Aczél and 

Roberts (1989) (see also Marichal, 1998) and form quite a rich class. In this section we characterize 

possible functional forms of meaningful L -dispersions measures in these scales. 

Proposition 2. 

Let an L -dispersion on   be )()( 

f -meaningful. By )(r  denote the generating rank of 

 . 

1. If 0)( r , then L  has the form 

   )()()(),( xfyfgxfhyxL  ,  

where the function RR:g  is non-decreasing on R , non-increasing on R , 0)( xg  if and 

only if 0x ; h  is an arbitrary positive solution of the exponential Cauchy functional equation 

)()()( vhuhvuh  , 2R),( vu . (25) 

2. If 1)( r , then L  has the form 

  c

yx yfxfyfxfdyxL )()()()(ln),( )sgn(   , yx  ,  

where c  is a nonnegative constant, RR:id , 1,1i  are 0ln a -periodic functions, where 0a  is 

a unique element of a linearly independent generating set of  . 
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3. If 2)( r  then L  has the form 

c

yx yfxfdyxL )()(),( )sgn(   , yx  , (26) 

where 0, 11  dd , and 0c  are some constants. 

Proof. 

In the case )()( )(  

f  the constant Tq  in Proposition 1 depends only on a  and 

Rb , i.e. ),( baqqT  . Denote  )(),(),( 11 yfxfLyxG  , 2R),( yx , then equations (8) and 

(7) go over into the forms 

),(),(),( 221112121 baqbaqbbaaaq  , 21 ,aa , R, 21 bb  (27) 

and 

),(),(),( yxGbaqbaybaxG  , a , R,, byx , (28) 

respectively. We notice, that G  is a penalty function on R . 

1. In the case 0)( r  (28) is up to changing the variables the generalized homogeneity 

functional equation. Its the general solution is given by (e.g., see Aczél and Roberts, 1989, case 2) 

)()(),( xygxhyxG  ,  

where g  is an arbitrary function and the function h  defined by ),1()( bqbh   is an arbitrary 

positive solution of the exponential Cauchy functional equation (25). From (i) and (ii), it follows 

that g  is nonnegative, non-decreasing on R , non-increasing on R , and 0)( xg  if and only if 

0x . 

In the case 1)( r , by symmetry of the right part of (27), 

),(),( 2111211 bbaqbbaaq  . (29) 

For given }1{\1 a  and Rb , substituting )1( 11 abb   and )1( 12 abb   in (29), we get 

)0,(),( 11 aqbaq  , (30) 

i.e. ),( baq  is independent of b  whenever 1a . Setting 11 a  and 02 b  in (27), by (30), it 

follows that 1),1( 1 bq  for all R1 b . Therefore, (30) holds for all 1a  and Rb , and (28) 

reduces to 

),()0,(),( yxGaqbaybaxG  , a , R,, byx . (31) 

In what follows we consider (31) on the set  yxyx  :R),( 2 . The case  yxyx  :R),( 2  can 

be dealt with in a similar way. Denote ),0()( yGyg  , then substituting 0x  and 0b  in (31), 

we get 

)()0,()( ygaqayg  , a , Ry . (32) 
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2. If 1)( r  then denote 00 ln)0,(ln aaqc  , where 0a  is a unique element of a linearly 

independent generating set of  . The general solution of (32) is given by 

cyydyg )(ln)(  , Ry ,  

where RR:d  is a 0ln a -periodic function and c  is a constant. Setting 1a  and xb   in 

(31), we get 

  cxyxydxyg
q

xyG
yxG )()ln()(

)0,1(

),0(
),( 


 , yx  .  

By (i) and (ii), it follows that 0c . 

3. If 2)( r  then a generating set of   contains at least two elements 0a  and 0a  such that 

00 lnln aa   is an irrational number. Without loss of generality, we can assume that 10 a  and 

10 a . As above, there exist a 0ln a -periodic function RR:d , a 0ln a -periodic function 

 RR:d , and nonnegative constants c , c  such that 

cc yydyydyg
 )(ln)(ln)( , Ry .  

By (i) and (ii), g  is positive and non-decreasing on R . Therefore, the functions defined by 

ycygyd ln)(ln)(lnln   and ycygyd ln)(ln)(lnln   are of bounded variation (as a 

difference of two non-decreasing functions) on the intervals ],1[ 0a  and ],1[ 0a , respectively. In 

particular, these functions are bounded. Hence, the left-hand side of the equality 

yccydyd ln)()(lnln)(lnln    

is bounded, then so does the right-hand side. Thus, cc  , dd  , and 

)(ln)0()(ln 00 addad  .  

Let R0y . Since g  is non-decreasing and the function cyy   is continuous, the values 

)(lnlim)(ln
0

0 ydyd
yy

 , )(lnlim)(ln
0

0 ydyd
yy

  are well defined and 

)(ln)(ln)(ln 000  ydydyd .  

Since 0ln a  and 0ln a  are incommensurable, the numbers 00 lnln aman  , where n  and m  are 

integers, lie everywhere dense among R . Therefore, 

)0()(ln)(ln)(ln 000 dydydyd  .  

Thus, d  is equal identically to a constant. ▀ 

 

An L -dispersion  yXDL ;  with the penalty function (26) is known as the c -th skew-

symmetric absolute moment of a random variable )(Xf  about a point )(yf . If f  is linear, then 

 )0(; 1fXDL  corresponds to the risk measure introduced by Luce (1980, Theorem 4). If f  is 
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linear and 11 dd  , then  yXDL ;  is a subclass of the three-parameter family of risk measures 

introduced by Stone (1973); the related L -means were characterized by Bickel and Lehmann 

(1975, Theorem 2). If 0c  and 11 dd   then the related L -mean is equal to the mode, if 1c  

then it equals the quantile of order )( 111 ddd   regardless of f , if 2c  then it equals the skew-

symmetric quasiarithmetic mean with the generator f , and it tends to the quasimidrange 

  2)()( 1

1

nxfxff   regardless of 1d , 1d , and ip  as c . Obviously, for any 0c  the set 

 XM L  of related L -means is nonempty, if 1c  then it contains a single element, if )1,0[c  then 

  },...,{ 1 nL xxXM  . 

The next proposition is based on the fundamental result of Alper and Narens (see Luce et al., 

1990, chapter 20, theorem 5) and slightly generalizes the third part of Proposition 2. 

Proposition 3. 

An L -dispersion on   is meaningful with respect to a 2-point homogeneous ordered group 

of admissible transformations )(  if and only if there exist an increasing bijection f  of   onto 

R  and constants 0, 11  dd , 0c  such that L  has the form (26). 

Proof. 

Let the penalty function be given by (26). Then the L -dispersion on   is )()(

R 


f -

meaningful. We have to prove our statement only in the other direction. 

First we recall that elements of )(  are continuous and strictly increasing. 

If )(  is 2-point unique, then the application of the Alper–Narens theorem (Luce et al., 

1990, chapter 20, theorem 5) yields that there exists an increasing bijection f  of   onto R  such 

that )()( )(

R 


f . The result now follows from the third part of Proposition 2. 

If )(  is not 2-point unique then there exist 000 zyx   in   and )(, 21 TT  such that 

)()( 0201 xTxT  , )()( 0201 yTyT  , and either )()( 21 xTxT   for all ],( 00 zyx  (if 00 zy  ), or 

)()( 21 xTxT   for all ),[ 00 yzx  (if 00 zy  ). Below we consider only the case 00 zy  , the other 

one can be dealt with in a similar way. Since )(  is a group, the function 

2

1

10 TTT    

is an element of )( . Obviously, 000 )( xxT  , 000 )( yyT  , and xxT )(0  for all ],( 00 zyx . 

Without loss of generality, we can assume that xxT )(0  for all ],( 00 zyx .
1
 

                                                 
1
 If the inverse inequality holds, then consider 

1

0

T  instead of 0T . 
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By Proposition 1, there exists a constant 0
0
Tq  such that 

  ),()(),(),( 00000000 0
yxLqyTxTLyxL T .  

Hence, 1
0
Tq . 

Denote ),(lim)( yxLxl
xy

 . From (i) and (ii), it follows that the limit is well-defined and 

nonnegative. By Proposition 1, for each )(T  there exists a constant 0Tq  such that 

  )()( xlqxTl T  x . (33) 

Then 

      )(...)(,)(,)(),(),(),(0 0000000000000000 0
ylzTTyLzTyLzTyTLzyLqzyL T   .  

Combining this with (33) and taking into account 2-point homogeneity of )( , we obtain that 

0)( xl  for all x . Let )(, TT  and )()( zTzT   for some z , then 

    )()()()( zlqzTlzTlzlq TT
  .  

Hence, TT qq   whenever there is a point z  such that )()( zTzT  . 

Since )(  is 2-point homogeneous, for a given )(T  there exist )(T  and 

 yx ,  such that )()( xTxT   and yyT  )( . Therefore, 1  ITT qqq , where )(I  

is the identity transformation. 

Thus, 

  ),()(),( yxLyTxTL   for all yx, , )(T .  

Taking into account 2-point homogeneity of )( , we obtain (26) with 0c . ▀ 

 

Since the group )(O  is 2-point homogeneous, but not 2-point unique, we obtain 

Corollary 1. 

An L -dispersion on   is )(O -meaningful if and only if the penalty function has the form 

)sgn(),( yxdyxL  , yx  , (34) 

where 1d , 1d  are some positive constants. 

 

An unexpected result of Corollary 1 is that the penalty function (4) doesn‟t induce a )(O -

meaningful L -dispersion in spite of )(O -invariance of the corresponding L -means (the 

quantiles). However, it can easily be checked that such an  L -dispersion satisfies )(O -

meaningfulness if y  and z  in (5) are taken from an interval of the special form (see the next 

proposition). 
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Proposition 4. 

Let LD  be an L -dispersion on  . For any nondegenerate random variable X  there exists 

}1,...,1{  ni  such that for each )( OT  

   zXDyXD LL ;;  , ],[, 1 ii xxzy       )();()();( zTXTDyTXTD LL  ; (35) 

if and only if either L  has the form (34), or 

 },min{),( )sgn( yxgdyxL yx , yx  , (36) 

or 

)()(),( )sgn( yfxfdyxL yx   , yx  , (37) 

where 1d , 1d  are positive constants, R: f ,  R:g  are strictly decreasing functions. 

Proof. 

Obviously, if L  is of the form (34), (36), or (37) then LD  satisfies (35). We have to prove our 

statement only in the other direction. 

Let LD  be an L -dispersion satisfying aforementioned conditions. Fix arbitrary 000 zyx   

in   and denote 

0),(),( 0000  zxLxzLd ,    0),(),(),( 000000  zyLyxLzxLs .  

Given zyx  . Since the group )(O  is 3 -point homogeneous, there exists )(0  OT  

such that 00 )( xxT  , 00 )( yyT  , and 00 )( zzT  . Denote  )(),(),( 00  TTLL . 

From relation (35) with a binary random variable it follows that relations (12)–(14) of Lemma 

2 remain valid. Consider a binary random variable X  with the probability distribution 

 pzpx 1,;, , where the probability )1,0(),(  zxpp  is chosen such that 

   zXDzxpLxzLpxXD LL ;),(),()1(;  .  

Arguing as above (see relations (12)–(14)), we get (18). Hence, (20) is also valid. 

Using (18) and (20), we obtain 

 
 

d
zxL

xzL

zTxTL

xTzTL

zxL

xzL

zxL

xzL







),(

),(

)(),(

)(),(

),(

),(

),(

),(

00

00

00

00 , (38) 

   
 

s
zyL

yxLzxL

zTyTL

yTxTLzTxTL

zyL

yxLzxL










),(

),(),(

)(),(

)(),()(),(

),(

),(),(

00

0000

00

0000 . (39) 

By (39), it follows that for any zyxw   in   

),(),(),( yxsLxwLywL   and ),(),(),( zxsLxwLzwL  .  

Subtracting the first equation from the second one and using (39), we obtain 

 ),(),(),(),( yxLzxLsywLzwL     ),(),( 2 zyLszysL     2ss  .  
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Hence, }1,0{s . 

If 0s  then there exists a function  R:g  such that 

)(),( xgzxL   for any zx  .  

The application of (38) yields 

)(),( xdgxzL  , zx  . (40) 

From (ii) and (40), it follows that g  is non-increasing. Fix arbitrary zyxw   and consider a 

binary random variable X  with the probability distribution  pzpw 1,;, , )1,0(p . By (35), 

   yXDydgpwpgxdgpwpgxXD LL ;)()1()()()1()(;    

so that 

           )();()()1()()()1()()();( yTXTDyTdgpwTpgxTdgpwTpgxTXTD LL  ,  

for any )( OT . Since elements of )(O  are ordered, 

)()( ygxg  , yx        )()( yTgxTg  , )( OT . (41) 

From (41) and 2 -point homogeneity of )(O , it follows that either g  is equal identically to a 

constant and, therefore, L  has the form (34), or g  is strictly decreasing and, therefore, L  has the 

form (36). 

If 1s  then (39) reduces to the Sincov functional equation (e.g., see Aczél, 1966, section 

5.1.2) 

),(),(),( zyLyxLzxL   (42) 

on the domain  zyxzyx  :),,( 3 . Fix arbitrary 0x  and denote 










00

00

if),(

if),(
)(

xyyxL

xyxyL
yf .  

Given yx   in  . If yxx 0  then substituting 0xx  , xy  , yz   in (42), we get 

)()(),(),(),( 00 yfxfxxLyxLyxL  . (43) 

If yxx  0 , then substituting xx  , 0xy  , yz   in (42), we have 

)()(),(),(),( 00 xfyfyxLxxLyxL  . (44) 

Finally, if 0xyx  , then substituting xx  , yy  , 0xz   in (42), we get 

)()(),(),(),( 00 yfxfxyLxxLyxL  . (45) 

Combining (43), (44), and (45), we obtain 

)()(),( yfxfyxL   whenever yx  .  

The application of (38) yields 

 )()(),(),( xfyfdxydLyxL   whenever yx  .  
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By (i) and (ii), it follows that f  is strictly decreasing. Finally, we get (37). ▀ 

Corollary 2. 

An L -dispersion on   is )(N -meaningful if and only if its penalty function has the form 

(3). 

 

6. An application 

Economic decisions on a set of random outcomes are sometimes taken on the basis of only 

two parameters, which are often referred to as “return” and “risk”. The first parameter  XM  is 

some measure of location and the second one  XV  is some measure of dispersion of an underlying 

random outcome X . This approach to economic decisions can be considered (under certain 

conditions) as a slight generalization of ordinal utility theory. Indeed, consider a (complete and 

transitive) preference relation ‟ on  . Let each random outcome X  have a unique certainty 

equivalent, and let M  be the functional that takes each random variable X  to its certainty 

equivalent. If the preference relation ‟ conforms to the relation of first-order stochastic dominance, 

then M  is a utility function for ‟: 

X  ‟ Y  if and only if    YMXM    

and  XM  is a Cauchy mean of X . Hence  XM  can be referred to as “return” of X . 

This approach reduces the problem of choosing a rational economic decision from the set   

to the analysis of a preference relation on the set of ordered pairs      XXVXM ,, . A well-

known example of such an approach is mean-variance portfolio analysis of Markowitz (1952) and 

Tobin (1958), where the mathematical expectation and the variance of a random outcome are used 

as “return” and “risk”, respectively. 

In this section we will consider the particular case of this approach with LMM   and LVV   

and will try to characterize meaningful preference relations on the set      XXVXM LL ,, . 

Let L  be a penalty function on   such that for each X   XM L  is a one-element set. In 

the following we identify  XM L  with its unique element. Denote 

      XXVXM LLL ,,S .  

Consider a (complete and transitive) preference relation  on LS . By ~ and  we denote the 

symmetric (the indifference relation) and asymmetric (the strict preference relation) parts of , 

respectively. 
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A preference relation  is nondegenerate if there exist     Lvmvm S,,,   such that 

 vm,    vm , . 

A preference relation  is said to be monotone if a decision maker prefers more profitable 

alternatives to less: 

 0,m    0,m  whenever mm  .  

A preference relation  is called representable if there exists a utility function RS: LU  

(defined up to an order-preserving transformation) such that for any     Lvmvm S,,,   

 vm,    vm ,  if and only if ),(),( vmUvmU  .  

A utility function U  of a representable preference relation is idempotent if mmU )0,(  for all 

m . 

A preference relation  is said to be meaningful with respect to a group of admissible 

transformations )(  (for short, )( -meaningful) if for any YX ,  and each )(T  

    XVXM ,       YVYM ,        )(,)( XTVXTM       )(,)( YTVYTM .  

The given definition asserts preservation of the preference structure under transformations 

)(T  and is equivalent to 1-meaningfulness of the statement “     XVXM ,       YVYM , ”. 

Using the results of sections 4 and 5, we will characterize meaningful preference relations on 

the set LS  under the following additional assumption: for all YX ,  and )(T  

   YMXM LL        )()( YTMXTM LL  ; 

   YVXV LL        )()( YTVXTV LL  . 
(46) 

This assumption can be interpreted as comparison meaningfulness of LM  and LV  separately. For 

ordered scales (46) can be considered as a generalization of (5) (see (6) and Proposition 1). 

However, under some regularity assumptions (46) is reduced to the previously considered target 

setting. 

Lemma 3. 

Let the L -dispersion on   and the related L -mean satisfy (46) for a group of continuously 

differentiable admissible transformations )( . If the penalty function L  is symmetric and 

continuously differentiable, for each X  there exists a unique solution 0y  of the equation 

0),(
1

02 


n

i

ii yxLp , (47) 

and there exist continuous non-zero mixed derivatives ),(12 yxL  , ),(21 yxL  , yx  ; then (6) holds 

and for each )(T  there exists a constant 0Tq  such that (7) holds. 
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Proof. 

By assumptions, the partial derivative 2L  is continuous and for each binary random variable 

X  with the probability distribution  pxpx 1,;, 21  the equation 

0),()1(),( 022012  yxLpyxLp   

has a unique solution 0y . Thus, )sgn(),(sgn 2 xyyxL   and for each fixed 21 xx   the function 

),(),( 1222 yxLyxLy   is strictly increasing with respect to ),( 21 xxy . Hence, 2L  is a 

quasideviation on   and   0yXM L  , where 0y  is a unique solution of (47), is a quasideviation 

mean of a random variable X  generated by 2L  (see Páles, 1988, definition 1, definition 2). 

By (46), it follows that 

   YMXM LL  , YX ,       )()( YTMXTM LL  , )(T . (48) 

As it is well known (e.g., see Ovchinnikov, 1996, proposition 4.1), a Cauchy mean LM  

satisfies (48) if and only if (6) holds. Combining (47) and (6), we obtain that the equality 

  0)()(),( 0

1

02 


yTyTxTLp
n

i

ii , )(T  (49) 

holds at the same 0y . 

By assumptions, 0T . Therefore, the function   )()(),(),( 2 yTyTxTLyx   is a 

quasideviation, too; (47) and (49) are the same quasideviation means. The equality problem of 

quasideviation means is solved by Páles (1988, theorem 8): for a given )(T  there exists a 

continuous function  R:Tq , depending on T , such that 

  ),()()()(),( 22 yxLyqyTyTxTL T
   yx, . (50) 

Differentiating (50) with respect to x , we get 

 
),(

)()()(),(
)(

21

21

yxL

xTyTyTxTL
yqT




 , yx  . (51) 

21L   is a symmetric function: 

),(),(),( 211221 xyLxyLyxL  , yx  ,  

where the first equality follows from symmetry of L  and the second one holds due to continuity of 

12L   and 21L  . 

Hence, the right-hand side of (51) is symmetric, so does the left-hand side. This is possible 

only if Tq  is equal identically to a constant. Integrating (50) with respect to y  and taking into 

account (i), we obtain (7). ▀ 
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The next technical result states that a meaningful preference relation has an idempotent utility 

function. 

Lemma 4. 

Suppose that the preference relation  satisfies the following conditions: 

(a)  is nondegenerate; 

(b)  is representable; 

(c)  is monotone; 

(d)  is meaningful with respect to a group of admissible transformations )(  such that 

)()()(

}0{  f  for some increasing bijection f  of   onto R ; 

(e) for any   Lvm S,   there exist yx,  such that  0,x    vm,    0,y . 

Then there exists an idempotent utility function representing . 

Proof. 

By (b), there exists a utility function U  representing . By assumption (c), the function u  

defined by 

)0,()( xUxu  , x   

is non-decreasing. 

We are going to prove that for each X  there exists a unique x  such that 

     )(, xuXVXMU LL  . (52) 

Indeed, if (52) holds, then the utility function Uu 1  is well defined and idempotent. 

First, we prove that u  is strictly increasing, i.e. for each X  there exists at the most one x  

such that (52) holds. Since  is nondegenerate (a), there exist zy   such that )()( zuyu  . Let 

10 , xx  with 10 xx  . Since the group of admissible transformations )()(

}0{  f  is 1-point 

homogeneous, there exists )()(

}0{  fT  such that 10 )( xxT  . Obviously xxT )(  for all x . 

Define a sequence ,...),,(..., 101 xxx  inductively as follows 

)(1 kk xTx  , )(1

1 kk xTx 



  , ,...1,0k   

By Luce et al. (1990, lemma 5, p. 130), it follows that there exist integers 21 kk   such that 

21 kk xzyx  . Thus, )()(
21 kk xuxu  . Combining this with (d), we get )()( 10 xuxu  . Hence, u  

is strictly increasing. 

To prove that for each X  there exists x  such that (52) holds assume the converse. 

Suppose that there exists X  such that 
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     )(, xuXVXMU LL   for all x .  

By assumptions (c) and (e), there exists *x  such that 

     )(,)( **   xuXVXMUxu LL  for any 0 . (53) 

Obviously, u  has a jump discontinuity at the point *x  (if it is not, then tending   to zero, we 

obtain a contradiction:      )(, *xuXVXMU LL  ). 

Let x . Since )()(

}0{  f  is 1-point homogeneous, there exists )(T  such that 

xxT )( * . Using (d) and (53), we have 

        )()(,)()( **   xTuXTVXTMUxTu LL  for any 0 .  

Arguing as above, we see that Tu   is discontinuous at the point *x . Since T  is continuous, 

then u  is discontinuous at the point xxT )( * . By the arbitrariness of the choice of x , u  is 

discontinuous at each point of the interval  . But a monotone function has at most a countable set 

of discontinuity points. This contradiction proves (52). ▀ 

 

The next proposition is a variant of a well-known result in the theory of invariant means (e.g., 

see Ovchinnikov, 1996); it deduces the functional equation for a utility function of a meaningful 

preference relation. 

Proposition 5. 

Under the conditions of Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, there exist an idempotent utility function U  

and a subgroup  )(: TqT  of positive reals under multiplication such that (7) holds and 

  ),(),( vmUTvqmTU T  ,   Lvm S,  , )(T . (54) 

Proof. 

From Lemma 3, it follows that for each )(T  there exists a constant 0Tq  such that (7) 

holds. 

Let U  be an idempotent utility function representing  (Lemma 4). Let X  and denote 

    XVXMUx LL , , then 

                 XVXMUTxTxTUXTVXTMUXVqXMTU LLLLLTL ,)(0),()(,)(,  ,  

where the first equality follows from Lemma 3, the second one holds by meaningfulness of , and 

the third one follows form idempotence of U . ▀ 
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Proposition 5 and the results of section 5 make possible to characterize penalty functions and 

utility functions of representable preference relations, that are meaningful in particular scales. As an 

example, consider the case )()( )(

R 


f . 

Proposition 6. 

Under the conditions of Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 with )()( )(

R 


f , where the function f  

is continuously differentiable and 0f , there exist constants 1c , 0d , and r  such that 

c
yfxfdyxL )()(),(   (55) 

and one of utility functions has the form 

)(),( 1 mfrvvmU c  ,    RS, Lvm . (56) 

Proof. 

(55) follows from Lemma 3 and the third part of Proposition 2. Since R)( f , we have 

 RSL . 

(54) goes over into the form 

    bvmUaffvabmaffU c   ),(,)( 11  , m , Rv , Ra , Rb . (57) 

Denote ),(),( vmUfvmG  . If 0v , then substituting a  for cv 1  and b  for cvmf 1)(   in (57), 

we have 

      )(1),0(,)(),( 111 mffGvabvabmaffGvmG cc   . (58) 

If 0v  then )()0,( mfmG  . Hence, (58) holds for all    R,vm . Denote  1),0(1 fGr , 

then (58) can be written in the form (56). ▀ 

 

The special case of (56) with affine f  (i.e. )(  defines an interval scale) and 2c  is a 

widely known utility function – a linear combination of the mathematical expectation and the 

standard deviation of a corresponding random outcome X . 

We also note that for a large class of parametric families of random variables the value 

    XVXMU LL ,  with the utility function of the form (56) and the penalty function (55) is equal to 

the quantile of X  (in financial literature the quantile is often referred to as Value at Risk (VaR)). 

Indeed, since the utility function is defined up to an order-preserving transformation, (56) can be 

also written in the form 

 )(),( 11 mfrvfvmU c   ,    R,vm .  
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Given a group of admissible transformations )()(

R 


f , let 0,1X  be a continuous random variable, 

and let 0,1F  be the cumulative distribution function (c.d.f.) of 0,1X . Suppose that the support of 0,1F  

is the convex hull of  ,   10,1 XVL , and   00,1 XMf L , where L  is defined by (55). By 

definition, put 

 bXaffXTX ba   )()( 0,1

1

0,1, , )()(

R 


fT .  

The c.d.f. of baX ,  is given by 

 abxffFxF ba ))(()( 1

0,1,   ,  

  aXV ba

c

L ,

1 , and   bXMf baL , . 

By f  denote the set  R,R,,   baX baf . Then 

         
  ,),()(

)(,

,

1

,

1

0,1

1

1

,,

11

,,

fbaba

baLba

c

LbaLbaL

XFbFaff

barfXMfrXVfXVXMU












  

where )1,0()(1

0,1   rfF  . Hence,     XVXMU LL ,  reduces to VaR of order   whenever 

fX  . 

In particular, in the case of the family of normally distributed random variables, xxf )( , 

and 2c , (56) is reduced to VaR of order )(r , where   is the c.d.f. of the standard normal 

distribution. 

 

7. Conclusion and open problems 

The technical results established in this paper may serve as an additional argument to use the 

considered dispersion measures and the related measures of location for random variables, 

measured on nominal, ordinal, interval, or difference scales. 

We conclude by noting the two possible generalizations of the cited construction. For some 

applications the “only if” part of assumption (i) in the definition of a penalty function may be found 

too restrictive. For example, in difference scales one may tolerate the existence of an interval of 

length l  regarding to that x  and y  are indistinguishable: 0),( yxL  if and only if lyx  . 

Another example is a pseudometric on  . The mentioned variation of the term “penalty function” 

does not allow to apply arguments used in Lemma 2 and requires a little bit more elaborated 

technique. 

Intuitive definitions of the terms “dispersion measure” and “measure of location” are given by 

Dershem (1975); the idea of the approach is related to the theory of best approximation (e.g., see 
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Singer, 1974). Let ),(   be a metric space. The distance  a.s.; yX  is called the dispersion of the 

random variable X  about the point y . The distance 

   a.s.;inf yXXV
y




   

is the dispersion measure of the random variable X . Elements of the set 

      XVyXyXM  a.s.;:    

are called means of the random variable X  (to ensure the set  XM  contains exactly one element, 

we may restrict ourselves with strictly convex reflexive Banach spaces (e.g., see Singer, 1974, p. 

36)). It would be attractive to obtain analogous (to those, obtained in sections 4 and 5) 

characterization results under these definitions of “dispersion measure” and “mean”. 
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